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Summary
Combining information across different sensory modalities
can greatly facilitate our ability to detect, discriminate, or
recognize sensory stimuli [1, 2]. Although this process of
sensory integration has usually been attributed to classical
association cortices, recent work has demonstrated that
neuronal activity in early sensory cortices can also be influ-
enced by cross-modal inputs [3–5]. Here we demonstrate
that such ‘‘early’’ multisensory influences enhance the infor-
mation carried by neurons about multisensory stimuli. By
recording in auditory cortex of alert monkeys watching natu-
ralistic audiovisual stimuli, we quantified the effect of visual
influences on the trial-to-trial response variability and on the
amount of information carried by neural responses. We
found that firing rates and precisely timed spike patterns
of individual units became more reliable across trials and
time when multisensory stimuli were presented, leading to
greater encoded stimulus information. Importantly, this
multisensory information enhancement was much reduced
when the visual stimulus did not match the sound. These
results demonstrate that multisensory influences enhance
information processing already at early stages in cortex,
suggesting that sensory integration is a distributed process,
commencing in lower sensory areas and continuing in
higher association cortices.
Results
The term ‘‘early’’ multisensory influence refers to the impact
that stimuli presented to one modality have on neuronal
activity at lower (early) stages of another modality [3, 4, 6].
One prominent model system for such early multisensory
influences is the auditory cortex [7], and functional imaging
(e.g., [8, 9]) and electrophysiological studies [5, 10–13] have
revealed response modulations in primary or secondary audi-
tory cortex when a sound is accompanied by visual or somato-
sensory stimuli. Although these response modulations depend
on spatiotemporal stimulus alignment, it remains unknown
whether multisensory influences actually enhance the reli-
ability of responses and, as a result, enable individual neurons
to carry more information during multimodal conditions.
To address this issue, we recorded neuronal responses to
naturalistic audiovisual stimuli from auditory cortex of alert
*Correspondence: christoph.kayser@tuebingen.mpg.demacaque monkeys. Recordings targeted regions to which
previous studies already localized multisensory influences
(caudal A1 and caudal belt fields [9, 11]). Stimuli were pre-
sented as just movie, as just sound, or as bimodal audiovisual
pair (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures available
online). Building on previous work, we quantified multisensory
influences on the strength and trial by trial reliability of
responses, and on the sensory information they convey [5, 14].
Visual Influences on Neurons in Auditory Cortex
We first consider the effect of visual stimuli on mean (trial-aver-
aged) firing rates of individual units. Responses of example
units are shown in Figure 1A and Figure S1. Both units reveal
a clear temporal modulation of firing, where epochs of rela-
tively vigorous responses alternate with periods of low firing.
Such modulated responses were typical and illustrate the
fact that these neurons encode naturalistic stimuli by temporal
modulations of firing. Importantly, and as predicted by
previous studies [5, 10, 12, 13], responses to sounds (black
lines) were altered when the sound was accompanied by the
corresponding movie (orange): in several instances the audio-
visual response exceeded or fell below the auditory response
(see also response amplitudes in Figure 1B).
To understand whether visual stimuli differentially modulate
responses to effective and ineffective auditory stimuli, we
divided the time axis into three regimes, characterized by
‘‘weak,’’ ‘‘intermediate,’’ and ‘‘strong’’ auditory responses (blue,
green, red color code in Figure 1A and other figures). This
partition allowed us to differentiate periods of relatively
vigorous responses from periods where responses did not
differ from spontaneous baseline activity: prestimulus baseline
activity mostly covered the low and intermediate regime, but
only rarely fell in the strong regime.
On average across the population (n = 78 units, 3 animals)
and the different time windows used to compute the response
(T = 6.6 to 33 ms), weak auditory responses were enhanced by
the visual stimulus, whereas strong responses were reduced
(Figure 1C). Visual modulation was significant for the weak
(ANOVA across time windows, F = 6.0, p < 0.05) and strong
regime (F = 5.3, p < 0.05), but not for the intermediate (F = 0.1,
p = 0.89). The differential modulation of weak and strong
responses emerged not only in the population average, but
was also clearly detectable in individual units. The total visual
modulation of firing rates varied between 51% (mean value,
Figure 1D) for weak and 22% for strong responses (averaged
across time windows) and was of similar order as reported in
previous studies [5]. Notably, total multisensory modulation
was stronger for weak auditory responses, conforming to the
principle of inverse effectiveness [1, 15, 16].
Visual Influences on Response Reliability
In addition to the average response strength, other parameters
can affect how neurons encode sensory information, the most
important probably being the response variability across
repeats of a stimulus [17]. Visual inspection of spike rasters
over multiple trials suggests that responses to auditory stimuli
are robust across trials and that the variability varies over time
windows (Figure 1B). The Fano factor (ratio between variance
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Figure 1. Visual Modulation of Neuronal Firing Rates
(A) Mean response of an example unit for auditory
and audiovisual stimulation (trial-averaged firing
rate, smoothed with 20 ms Gaussian kernel). The
red, green, and blue color code indicates epochs of
strong, intermediate, and weak auditory responses,
respectively. These are defined according to the
neurons’ response strength in the auditory condition,
as indicated by the colored bar on the right, and were
used to group time windows for further analysis
(colored dots on x axis). In general, the weak and
intermediate regime covered the response range of
spontaneous activity, whereas the strong regime
comprised the relatively vigorous responses of
each unit.
(B) Spike raster plot (left), mean firing rate, and trial-
to-trial variability (SD) for selected epochs (right,
numbers correspond to gray shading in panel A).
Variability was defined as standard deviation of spike
count across trials. At different times, the audiovisual
response is enhanced or reduced compared to the
unimodal response, and changes in mean amplitude
are accompanied by changes in variability.
(C) Visual influences on response amplitudes (firing
rates) computed in different time windows. Lines
denote the mean and standard error of the mean
(SEM) across units (n = 73) of the difference between
auditory and audiovisual conditions (AV 2 A). Posi-
tive values indicate response enhancement.
(D) Magnitude of firing rate modulation across units. Modulation was defined as the absolute difference between auditory and audiovisual conditions in
percentage, computed regardless of the sign of modulation. Values were averaged across time windows. Mean values are 22%, 31%, and 51% for
weak, intermediate and strong responses.
(E) Relative variability of firing rates as a function of time window for unisensory auditory stimulation. The Fano factor is defined as the ratio of variance to
mean (both computed across trials), and was averaged over time windows. Lines denote mean and SEM across units.
(F) Visual influences on response variability (computed as standard deviation across trials). Lines denote the mean and SEM of the difference between
auditory and audiovisual conditions (AV 2 A). Positive values indicate enhanced trial-to-trial variability, hence reduced response reliability.and mean of spike counts) was, on average, below one and
was particularly low for strong stimuli (Figure 1E). In agreement
with recent studies [18–20], this demonstrates that responses
of sensory neurons are more reliable than expected from
a Poisson process (Fano Factor of 1) and that those responses
to stimuli eliciting vigorous responses are the most reliable
ones (Figure 1E).
Quantifying multisensory influences on the trial-to-trial vari-
ability, we found that visual stimuli differentially affected the
variability of weak and strong auditory responses (Figure 1F):
variability increased for epochs of weak responses (ANOVA,
F = 4.4, p < 0.01), but decreased for epochs of intermediate
or strong responses (intermediate: F = 3.5, p = 0.058; strong:
F = 14.2, p < 1023). This result was robust across time windows
and demonstrates that strong auditory responses, although
reduced in response amplitude, become more reliable. Of
note, this is not a trivial consequence of strong responses
being reduced in multisensory conditions, because the overall
response variability was lower than for a Poisson process and
the scaling of variance to mean depended on the mean itself
(c.f. Figure 1E). Using information theory, we then showed
that these increases in response reliability have a direct impact
on the encoded stimulus information.
Visual Influences on Information Coding
Information between stimuli and neural responses is a princi-
pled measure of single-trial discriminability (Supplemental
Experimental Procedures) [21, 22]. It quantifies the reduction
of uncertainty about the stimulus that is gained by observing
a single-trial response. Here, we computed information that
responses convey about which section of the stimulus wasbeing presented, by dividing the stimulation time into nonover-
lapping windows and considering the neural response
collected in each window as elicited by a different ‘‘stimulus’’
[23]. Importantly, this stimulus characterization does not
make assumptions about which specific sensory features
drive responses, and it takes into account the contribution
from any stimulus features presented up to that ‘‘stimulus’’
time window. On the basis of previous findings that auditory
neurons likely encode stimuli by temporal patterns of activity
[14, 24–27], we characterized responses by using two neural
codes: modulations of firing rates (spike count) and precise
temporal spike patterns.
The firing rate code quantifies the stimulus discriminability
provided by the response strength within individual time
windows but discards additional discriminability provided by
the precise temporal structure of the response within each
time window. Information in firing rates significantly increased
with increasing window length (Figure 2A, left column; ANOVA,
F = 42, pz 0), because longer windows allow more spikes and
thus more ‘‘symbols’’ to carry information [14, 28]. In addition,
information conveyed by epochs of weak or intermediate
responses was not significantly different from zero (99%
confidence interval from randomized data, gray shading Fig-
ure 2A), demonstrating that only the relatively more vigorous
responses convey information about the stimulus.
Importantly, information provided by firing rates was
significantly higher during audiovisual stimulation (ANOVA,
epochs of strong responses F = 30 p < 1027, Figure 2B). This
is further illustrated in Figure 2C for firing rates computed in
26 ms windows, where 58 of 78 units (74%) conveyed more
information in the bimodal condition (sign-test, p < 1024). The
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21relative multisensory information gain ranged up to several
hundred percent, with the median being around 30% (Fig-
ure 2D). Notably, the multisensory information gain exceeded
the linear summation of information available in visual and
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Figure 2. Visual Enhancement of Stimulus Information
(A) Stimulus information (in units of bits) for firing rates (left) and temporal
spike patterns (right) computed in different time windows (T), shown sepa-
rately for epochs of weak, intermediate, and strong responses. The red,
green, and blue color code indicates epochs of strong, intermediate, and
weak auditory responses, respectively. Firing rates were defined as the
spike count in the indicated time window T, spike patterns by subdividing
each window into 1–4 bins of length Dt = 6.6 ms (T = n*Dt, with n = 1.4).
Lines denote mean and SEM across units. Gray shading indicates insignif-
icant information values (99% confidence interval obtained from random-
ized data), and reveals that significant amounts of stimulus information
are only represented during epochs of strong responses (red lines). Note
that to avoid biases in information estimates, spike patterns were only
computed up to T = 26 ms.
(B) Difference in information between auditory and audiovisual conditions
(AV 2 A) as a function of time window for epochs of strong responses
(mean and SEM across units). Positive values indicate an information gain
in the multisensory condition.
(C) Mean information for firing rates (T = 26 ms window) and spike patterns
(T = 20 ms window, subdivided into three time bins, hence characterizing
spike patterns consisting of three spikes). As in (A), gray shading indicates
insignificant information values. Scatter plots display information in auditory
and audiovisual conditions for individual units (dots). Asterisks indicate
significant differences (paired t tests, p < 0.05 or smaller).
(D) Information gain in audiovisual relative to auditory condition in units of
percent. Box plots display the median and 25th and 75th quartiles across
units.
(E) Scatter plot of the information difference in firing rates (T = 26 ms
window) between audiovisual and auditory conditions versus the difference
in the relative response variability (Fano factor). Each dot denotes one unit.
Information gain correlates significantly with a reduction in variability (nega-
tive correlation, r = 20.44, p < 1024).auditory conditions, because information for just visual stimuli
was insignificant (bootstrap test, p < 0.01).
We confirmed that this multisensory gain does not depend
on the exact stimulus definition used for information analysis.
Although the above results were derived with a feature-inde-
pendent definition (temporal binning), we found similar multi-
sensory information gains when information was computed
with the amplitude of each sound’s envelope used as feature
(Figure S2). In addition, we verified that the multisensory infor-
mation enhancement is not dependent on the particular choice
of stimulus. Sorting neurons according to whether they were
stimulated with behaviorally relevant stimuli (conspecific
vocalizations) or with other complex naturalistic stimuli did
not reveal an impact of stimulus type on response modulation
or information enhancement.
Overall, these results demonstrate that visual stimuli not
only modulate the strength of neuronal firing but also enhance
the trial-to-trial reliability of responses and the information
they carry. In fact, the multisensory information gain (during
epochs of strong responses) is directly related to the reduced
trial to trial variability: Figure 2E reveals a significant negative
correlation between the difference (AV 2 A) in firing rate infor-
mation and the difference in relative variability (the Fano factor,
n = 78, r = 20.44, p < 1024). Multisensory information gain
hence results from a reduction in response variability.
In addition to carrying information by firing rates, auditory
neurons may transmit extra information by precise temporal
patterns of activity within the encoding time window [14, 24–
27]. Addressing multisensory influences on such temporal
neural codes, we first considered the information carried by
precise temporal spike patterns. As for firing rates, stimulus
information in precise spike times also increased with
increasing window length (Figure 2A, right column, F = 95,
pz 0), and information during epochs of weak or intermediate
responses (and for just visual stimulation) was insignificant.
Information in spike patterns was also enhanced during multi-
sensory stimulation (F = 8.4, p < 0.01, Figure 2B), as illustrated
in Figure 2C for patterns comprising three spikes (T = 20 ms
time window divided into 3 time bins): 49 of 78 units (62%)
conveyed more information in the audiovisual condition
(sign-test p < 0.05). The information gain for spike patterns
ranged between 10% and 30% (Figure 2D).
Information Gain Depends on Audiovisual Congruency
Benefits of multisensory integration are typically attributed to
matching features in both modalities, such as temporal coinci-
dence or semantic congruency [1, 2, 29–31]. Indeed, we found
that the information gain was reduced during conditions of
audiovisual mismatch. To this end, 33 additional neurons
were recorded with an extended stimulus paradigm, contain-
ing a mismatch condition that was created by pairing a sound
with a movie that had both different semantic content and
temporal structure (Figure 3A). As an example, Figure 3B
displays the response of one unit, which was considerably
more informative during matching than during mismatching
bimodal or during unimodal stimulation.
Population analysis confirmed such a reduced information
gain in firing rates during the mismatch condition (ANOVA
epochs of strong responses, F = 8.0, p < 0.01), which is shown
in Figure 3C for firing rates in T = 26 ms windows and in
Figure 3D for all time windows. This demonstrates that
information gain by visual stimulation is dependent on the
correspondence of movie and sound, and hence reflects the
intrinsic correspondence between visual and auditory stimuli,
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Figure 3. Information Gain Depends on Audiovisual Correspondence
(A) Example stimuli from the mismatch paradigm. Each sound (here
a conspecific ‘‘coo’’ vocalization) was presented once accompanied by
the corresponding movie (here the face of the vocalizer, audiovisual
matching condition, AV), and once by a mismatching movie that shared
neither the same image content nor the same temporal structure (here
a lion roaring, audiovisual mismatching condition AVM). Note that the
mismatch was purposely defined by different dynamics and semantic
incongruency.
(B) Mean response (trial averaged firing rate, smoothed with a 20 ms
Gaussian kernel), spike rasters, and information values for one example.
This unit responded provided 0.22 bits of information during auditory
stimulation (firing rate in T = 23 ms windows). In the AV condition, firing
became more reliable (e.g., around 700 ms) and exhibited an additional
small response peak (around 600 ms), resulting in increased information
(0.52 bits). In the AVM condition, reliability and information (0.35 bits) were
reduced; hence, this unit exhibited a much reduced information gain during
mismatching stimulation.
(C) Information in firing rates (T = 26 ms window, mean and SEM across
units, n = 33). As in Figure 2, gray shading indicates the 99% confidence
interval obtained from randomized data and indicates insignificant informa-
tion values.
(D) Difference of information in firing rates between audiovisual and auditory
conditions for different time windows and epochs of strong responses.
Lines denote mean and SEM across units. Across time windows, the
difference between matching and mismatching conditions was significant
(ANOVA F = 8.0, p < 0.01).
(E) Scatter plot of the difference in information in firing rates (T = 26 ms
window) between AVM and AV conditions versus the difference in mean
firing rate for individual units (dots). The correlation (r = 0.53, p < 0.01)rather than just reflecting the presence of a visual stimulus per
se. For spike patterns, the information gain also appeared
to be reduced in the mismatch condition, but the results did
not reach statistical significance (Figure S3). Of note, both
for firing rates and spike patterns, stimulus information during
audiovisual mismatch was still higher than information during
unimodal stimulation. We assume that this residual informa-
tion gain results from the common onset of sound and mis-
matching movie relative to the baseline period. This shared
timing of both stimuli (a consequence of the specific experi-
mental paradigm used) effectively ‘‘binds’’ any sound with
any movie in the temporal domain. Such temporal congruency
by synchronous appearance of sound and visual stimulus
might be driving a second kind of multisensory modulation
that is not specific to more complex audiovisual features, but
nevertheless enhances the reliability of auditory responses
to some degree. Differentiating such stimulus specific from
unspecific multisensory influences will be one challenge for
future work.
The reduced information gain during mismatch results from
a change in response strength compared to the matching
condition and not from a change in response variability. This
was revealed by correlating differences in firing rate informa-
tion (AV 2 AVM) with the corresponding differences in mean
response or variability: information difference did not correlate
with variability (n = 33, r = 20.089, p = 0.62), whereas it corre-
lated with firing rate (r = 0.53, p < 0.01; Figure 3E). Altogether,
this promotes the following summary of our findings
(Figure 3F): compared with unisensory auditory stimulation
(A), mean responses to efficient audiovisual matching stimuli
(AV) are reduced, as is their trial-to-trial variability, resulting
in a gain of information. During audiovisual mismatch condi-
tion, reduced response variability is accompanied by exagger-
ated response suppression, diminishing the information gain
(AVM).
Discussion
Multisensory integration is a process by which evidence from
different modalities is combined in order to facilitate percep-
tion and behavioral reactions [1]. Where and how multisensory
integration enhances the neural representations underlying
such behavioral improvements is only slowly becoming
evident.
Recent studies provided evidence for multisensory influ-
ences at much earlier processing stages than previously
appreciated (e.g., in primary auditory cortex) [3–5, 7, 10–12,
31, 32]. Our results not only confirm the existence of such early
multisensory influences but also demonstrate that visual input
enhances the trial by trial reliability of responses, which in turn
leads to enhanced sensory information provided by firing rates
and spike times. This not only suggests that early multisensory
influences conform to a strict definition of sensory integration
that requires increased reliability of sensory representations or
behavior [2], but also enhance auditory representations at
demonstrates that reduced information in during the AVM condition corre-
lates with reduced response strength.
(F) Schematic summary of main findings: Firing rates and response
variability for strong auditory responses are reduced during bimodal (AV,
AVM), compared with unimodal, stimulation (A). However, this response
suppression is further enhanced during mismatching stimulation (AVM),
resulting in little information gain.
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23multiple temporal scales relevant for information processing
[14, 24, 25, 33].
Our results demonstrate that the visual influence on
information representations in auditory cortex depends on
the congruency of visual and auditory inputs. Given that audi-
tory cortex neurons represent the temporal structure of the
acoustic environment [34, 35] this congruency effect likely
results from the (intentionally) different temporal dynamics
between our mismatching auditory and visual stimuli. Although
more complex semantic congruency might also play a role in
shaping audiovisual interactions, such effects are only now
beginning to be investigated at the neural level [30].
Of note, our results reveal a dichotomy between the multi-
sensory impact on response amplitudes and information
gain. Several studies emphasize that responses to stimuli
eliciting only weak unimodal responses (less effective stimuli)
receive proportionally more multisensory enhancement than
do responses to more effective stimuli and propose this
response enhancement as one important neural correlate of
sensory integration [1, 15]. Although we find the same inverse
response modulation in our data, our analysis highlights the
information gain during strong unimodal responses as another
important multisensory effect. To reconcile these findings, it is
important to realize that enhancement of little effective stimuli
is usually observed in conditions where stimuli are close to
psychophysical threshold. Under these conditions, sensory
systems are likely in a vigilance mode, and the detection of
sudden stimuli from background is an important event that
needs to be signaled and hence deserves multisensory ampli-
fication [1, 36]. In the present study, in contrast, we used
dynamic stimuli at typical everyday intensities, which elicit
a train of temporally modulated responses. Under such condi-
tions, individual neurons are likely representing the presence
(or absence) of their preferred sensory features, and multisen-
sory influences should rather enhance the reliability or preci-
sion of these sensory representations [2]. Together, this
suggests that two modes of multisensory integration might
exist, one in which the appearance of rare and faint stimuli is
enhanced by the enhancement of the respective responses,
and one in which the precision and reliability of dynamic repre-
sentations of complex sensory environments is improved.
Whether both modes might cofunction at the same time and
how attention or external stimuli cause a switch from one
mode to the other remains to be elucidated in future work.
Experimental Procedures
Neuronal activity comprising local field potentials and spiking responses
was recorded from auditory cortex of three rhesus monkeys (Macaca
mulatta). Recording sites covered regions of primary auditory cortex and
the caudal belt (fields A1, CM, and CL). All procedures were approved by
the local authorities (Regierungspra¨sidium) and were in full compliance
with the guidelines of the European Community (EUVD 86/609/EEC). Stimuli
were presented while the animal was performing a visual fixation task in
a dark and anechoic booth. Trials started once the animal engaged in
a central fixation dot and consisted of a 500 ms baseline period, a 1200–
1400 ms stimulation period (depending on recording session), and a
300 ms poststimulus period. Stimuli consisted of a range of matching pairs
of naturalistic sounds and movies and, for each neuron response, were
recorded to one of these audiovisual pairs. Auditory, visual, and audiovisual
stimuli were presented in a pseudo-random order. In the mismatch para-
digm, we presented the original audiovisual pair (A1,V1, and A1V1), a different
(nonmatching) movie by itself (V2) and paired with the original sound (A1V2).
For statistical analysis, we used a parametric analysis of variance (ANOVA)
across neurons, including time windows as additional factors. Signal
extraction, sensory stimuli, and information estimates are described in full
detail in the Supplemental Information and are similar to those of previousstudies [5, 14, 37]. For information calculations, we relied on a recently
developed information theoretic toolbox (http://www.ibtb.org) [38].
Supplemental Information
Supplemental Information includes three figures and Supplemental Experi-
mental Procedures and can be found with this article online at doi:10.1016/
j.cub.2009.10.068.
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